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Emerging from the dark corridor that leads from the entrance to the heart of the school is full of surprises. Stepping out into the light, the first impression is of a place alive with lots of things happening. There’s a chicken coop, aquaponics tank, a hand-built pizza oven and a wheelbarrow laden with shovels, rakes and assorted tools. Chooks are free ranging on bits of tomato leaf sticking through the wire mesh dorned over a lush mound of herbs and vegetables. Later the greens will end up in lunches, cooked home-style in Nanna’s kitchen-café. This is the Flexi-farm, just one of the hubs of Townsville Flexible Learning Centre (TFLC) activity that hums along and creates a felt and tangible ‘vibe’.

The central hub and ‘heart’ of TFLC, or ‘Flexi’ as it is affectionately known, is a huge courtyard. This, too, is a lively place when everyone gathers at the beginning and end of the day – and several times in between: to share lunch or birthday cakes and catch up at the end of classes. It is also a workplace with solid tables and benches that are moved into place to suit a group discussion, art making, one to one learning planning or spill-over of a furniture repair project from the workshop. This gathering place is the venue for formal ceremonies and celebrations, ‘big brekkies’ with parents and community partners and weekend sleepovers when films are screened on the wall of the staff cottage and young baristas make Milo and popcorn for everyone. Here, it is all about community. In fact, as Jeff, one of the staff, points out, “we refer to ourselves as a community as much as possible as opposed to a school, and I think that’s an important distinction to make. I mean we’re a learning community or a community of learners rather than a school per se”.

Putting the jigsaw together
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INTRODUCTION

This case study is based on research conducted in 2013 by A/Prof Kitty te Riele, Dr Dorothy Bottrell and Dr Vicky Plows from The Victoria Institute at Victoria University, for the project Putting the jigsaw together: innovative learning engagement programs in Australia. The project was majority-funded by the Ian Potter Foundation and also supported by Dusseldorp Skills Forum and by The Victoria Institute through the Australian Government’s Collaborative Research Network.

The research project explored options for marginalised young people to complete secondary schooling (Year 9-12 or equivalent) through innovative, flexible and/or alternative learning programs.

PHASE 1 - investigated the provision and diversity of such programs across Australia, with the results (listing over 850 sites) available through the Dusseldorp Forum website1.

PHASE 2 - analysed publicly available documentation from about 20 programs to generate insight in how they work and the outcomes they achieve. Short vignettes of each program are also on the Dusseldorp Forum website2.

PHASE 3 - involved more in-depth research with eight of those ‘vignette’ sites. For each program one member of the research team collected additional documentation and spent 3-4 days on-site to observe activities and interview staff, students, community stakeholders and, where possible, graduates3.

For this case study of the Townsville Flexible Learning Centre (TFLC), fieldwork was conducted in July 2013. The researcher was on-site for three days, observing the program. Interviews were conducted with three staff members, three students, two graduates and three community stakeholders.
ABOUT TOWNSVILLE FLEXIBLE LEARNING CENTRE: BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

Context

Townsville is the key administrative centre in northern Queensland and has a population of about 200,000. Townsville has a larger proportion of Indigenous people than the Australian average (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Indigenous status, percentage of age group

Townsville’s economy includes not only tourism (Magnetic Island and the Great Barrier Reef) and heavy industry (including several metals refineries) but also professional and administrative jobs across the many area offices for government state and federal departments. The Army and Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) have bases at Townsville, and there are three public hospitals in the region. The Townsville labour market offers a more positive picture than the Australian average, although young people still fare worse in terms of unemployment than the general Townsville population (see Figure 2).
Townsville is relatively well-served by education institutions. James Cook University has its main campus here, as does the Barrier Reef Institute of TAFE. There are more than 60 primary and secondary schools. Year 12 completion among the 20-24 age group is nearly identical in Townsville (70.3 percent) compared to Australia overall (69.9 percent). Across all age groups, Indigenous people have higher school qualifications in Townsville than across Australia, although their school completions still lag behind non-Indigenous locals (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Highest year of school completed, percentage of Indigenous and non-Indigenous people (all ages) (2011)
Program governance and aims

Established in 2006, Townsville Flexible Learning Centre (TFLC) is a co-educational Catholic program located approximately 3 kilometres from the Townsville city centre and is one of 14 sites operated through clusters and networks as an initiative of Edmund Rice Education Australia (EREA) – Youth+. The staff work with particular sensitivity to Indigenous culture and socioeconomic disadvantage and their commitment to educational justice is underpinned by the Edmund Rice notion that education can enable transformation through the reciprocal responsibility of individuals and their community. TFLC thus aims to provide educational experiences that enable “personal and community liberation”. While there is much individualised teaching and guidance provided at TFLC, there is equally a heightened awareness of the importance of the individual as a contributing member of the community. Utilising opportunities and learning contexts beyond the Centre environment, TFLC aims to empower young people to participate fully in the community, as part of their education and in future. In addition to the main program, TFLC extends its community reach through two initiatives. A mobile Outreach program and The Bridge program provide flexible learning options in community sites for a small number of young people including young people in out of home care or transitioning from juvenile justice. Teaching, learning and relationships within the main Centre and mobile services are then grounded in a kind of ebb and flow of attention to the personal and communal, the inner and outer communities of the Centre and local area.

Students

The Flexi-farm and courtyard gathering place at Townsville Flexible Learning Centre exemplify the different experience of education deliberatively designed for young people who have often been disenfranchised by mainstream schooling. In 2013 there were around 120 students enrolled and many have experienced complex educational and familial situations as well as a range of challenges related to their health and wellbeing. Most of the young people have grown up in socially disadvantaged areas and some have experienced unstable accommodation or legal difficulties. The young men (two-thirds of the student cohort) and young women come from diverse backgrounds with just over half being Indigenous students.

Staff

TFLC staff includes 7 teachers and 8.5 full-time equivalent support staff. There is a flat leadership structure which includes a Principal who is based off-site, a Head of Campus and Associate Head of Campus. All staff are involved in the pastoral care of young people, with dedicated positions including a part-time Youth Support Coordinator (funded by the Queensland government) and Chaplain. The staff are all well-qualified, tend to stay long term and actively engage in professional development within TFLC, the EREA Youth+ network of schools and services and the educational community more broadly.

Curriculum

TFLC Junior curriculum (Year 8-10) is based on the Learning Areas of the Education Queensland curriculum: The Arts, English, Health and Physical Education, Languages, Mathematics, Science, Studies of Society and Environment, and Technology. Senior students (Year 11-12) undertake nationally accredited Certificate I-II vocational courses and study area specifications to work towards the Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE). The broad range of electives and project-based learning include Flexi-Farm, Music, Cultural Activities, Dance, Mindfulness, Parenting, Cooking, Barista, Art, Film and Photography, Sport, Gym, Skate Park, Outdoor Education, Fishing, Kayaking, Woodwork, Fibre-glassing and Plastics; and all students are encouraged to engage in camps, outdoor activities and work experience as appropriate. All students are assisted to construct a Personal Learning Plan that relates to their life experience and is
indicative of the holistic educational focus on literacy, numeracy, relevant life skills, and experiences that promote confidence, enjoyment of healthy, fulfilling lives and responsible citizenship. Students' learning and wellbeing are supported through pastoral care, community groups, chaplaincy and inter-agency work. Staff act as mentors and advocates, providing guidance and resources to support students to recognise their potential, achieve their goals, and acquire an optimistic view of their future.

Timetable

Young people attend the Centre Monday to Friday from 9.30am to 2.30pm while the staff day finishes after the daily debrief. The timetable on Tuesday to Thursday consists of three sessions with two lunch breaks. The first two sessions focus on the Core subjects: English, Maths, Information Communication Technology and Sport and Recreation for juniors; and for seniors, English Communication, Prevocational Maths, Society and Community Studies and Recreation Studies. The third session is for electives and project work. On Mondays, the first two sessions run until 12noon and include vocational training, electives and project work; with staff meetings and/or curriculum or professional development held during the final session. Young people participate alongside staff when these sessions are focused on planning and evaluation. The Friday timetable usually includes only two sessions of electives and projects conducted in ‘community groups’ and these may include whole-day off-campus activities.

Facilities

The Centre facilities are a mix of old and new buildings that back or front onto the courtyard in a U-shape. The senior classrooms, including an Information Technology room, face the leafy entrance of the Centre, with reception, Outreach and Bridge staff rooms part of this orange brick row. Attached on one end is the workshop that contains machines and tools for woodwork, fibre-glassing and maintenance and at the other end, a music studio is well-equipped with a range of instruments and a recording booth.
Facing onto the courtyard at the rear is a brick building that twins the front. This building comprises the industry standard kitchen-café and ‘Chill Out Room’, adjacent a new science/multipurpose block of two classrooms. This new block, a state-of-the-art courtyard awning and the covered sports ‘cage’ behind the Centre were constructed in 2011, funded by Education Queensland’s Special Assistance School Building Program. TFLC also provides a daily bus run, transporting approximately three quarters of the young people to and from school. Staff take turns to drive the vans which are also used for outings and camps.

Key dimensions

The remainder of this case study will report on four key dimensions of the work of alternative or flexible learning programs: Valued Outcomes, Actions, Principles and Conditions. These dimensions are interrelated, which means some specific aspects (eg. curriculum) may appear in several sections. Figure 4 schematically represents the dimensions.
Figure 4: Key dimensions – Townsville Flexible Learning Centre

Note: This model was developed by Kitty te Riele as Chief Investigator of the project team. Use permitted for non-commercial purposes and with attribution to Kitty te Riele and this report (see page 2 for citation guidance).
These dimensions address aspects that are of relevance across alternative or flexible learning programs for marginalised young people. The specific detail within each dimension varies for each program and case study. The dimensions are:

- **Valued outcomes**: this addresses outcomes from the program that count as ‘success’ in the perspectives of key stakeholders: students, graduates, staff and community members. Evidence is provided for achieving those outcomes, based on interviews, fieldwork observations, and program documentation.

- **Actions**: this dimension refers to the actions carried out through the program that support the achievement of the valued outcomes. This offers practical insights in how successes are realised.

- **Principles**: underpinning the program’s practices are principles that produce a foundation for actions. These principles together form the (implicit or explicit) philosophy or vision of the program.

- **Conditions**: this dimension includes various conditions that enable or hinder people in a program to act on its principles and achieve valued outcomes.

The report concludes by summing up the most noteworthy characteristics of the Townsville Flexible Learning Centre program that help to make it successful.
VALUED OUTCOMES

Rather than pre-determining what counts as success, this section is based on the perspectives of key stakeholders. For Townsville Flexible Learning Centre, valued outcomes include young people’s achievement of personal goals and wellbeing; social wellbeing; and community recognition.

Personal goals

[The] teachers and staff are step-by-step and helping you achieve what you want to achieve and helping you get where you want. (Tara, graduate)

Success means many things at TFLC, from regular attendance for young people who were formerly disengaged from school, to gaining a range of credentials and moving on to employment or further study. For Tara, it is all of these and more. She had not been going to school for around six months before she found TFLC and stayed for four years, successfully completing the Year 12 QCE and gaining employment in the food industry. There were other important gains for Tara. She includes amongst her successes: “Getting out and meeting new people”; getting a driving licence; participating in a week-long mentored camp with Dance North and performing for an audience; and “canoeing in an ocean all the way to Cairns”. Tara says TFLC has helped her to feel more confident and believe in herself. One example of this is in her supervisory role in the workplace: “I never thought I’d be able to talk in front of people or in big groups of people and now I’m just talking like a—I’m good.”

At TFLC, graduates, students, staff and community members all define success as personalised achievement, with outcomes that are meaningful in light of young people’s own goals. From the staff point of view, the number of QCEs attained in any year or the NAPLAN results are inadequate measures of success as many of the positive outcomes are relative to young people’s circumstances and the young person’s diverse goals. For those who had been out of school altogether, re-engagement with education through the Centre is a significant achievement.
As Wendy (staff) points out, settling into a routine of regular attendance may represent huge gains for some individuals in overcoming anxiety and gaining the confidence to set some learning goals for themselves:

*Just constant attendance is success for them; acceptance is success for them… Somebody caring about all of them, not just whether they’re achieving marks and stuff like that, because achievement in many areas of their life is a struggle, and it’s about allowing them and showing them how to be productive people, making decisions for their own lives and their own futures, so success here… is many things.*

In the longer term young people may choose to focus their learning toward credentials that qualify them for employment or further education. For example, 21 percent of 2012 graduates went into full-time, part-time or casual employment and 4 percent went on to further VET (Vocational Education and Training) Certificate studies, apprenticeships or traineeships. While Pearl (a junior student) thought she might be interested in working in childcare, she is confident of “going all the way to Year 12” and hopes to obtain “a certificate”. Macie, who is in Year 11 and knows that next year she will complete Year 12 and gain the QCE, aims to become a teacher. Vincent who aims to “get as much underneath my belt as possible before I leave”, has already completed a Barista course and Certificate III in Hospitality and aspires to eventually have his own business.

**Personal wellbeing**

While school completion and credentials are outcomes valued by the young people, for many students the enjoyment of learning in practical ways, life skills and being part of the community are more relevant forms of success. Almost unanimously, the students and staff talk about success in terms of enjoying school and being happy in the flexible learning environment. Young people describe “feeling happier” (Macie, student) and “more comfortable” (Vincent, student) at TFLC than in previous schools and this supports their regular attendance. As Paul (graduate) attests, being happy at school is fundamentally linked to learning: “To be successful just means to be happy… You just need to do what you find is enjoyable, and just focus on it… the Flexi program [TFLC] lets you do that”.

Other markers of achievement in personal growth include confidence, hope and aspiration. Students and graduates describe feeling more confident “that you can do stuff and believe in yourself” (Tara, graduate), though gaining confidence may be a step-by-step prospect. For instance, Paul describes significant changes in his friend who over time gained confidence in communicating with other students whereas at first “he couldn’t string two words together” (Paul, graduate). Other students who had been non-communicative or anxious, with time and support, emerge as people who welcome newcomers and fully enter into the life of the Centre. Having witnessed the change in many young people over several years of her involvement with TFLC, one community member’s insight is that “it’s not just about emerging as an individual but it’s really understanding that you have the potential and the ability to do whatever it is you want to set your mind to” (Liz, community member). It is this mix of feeling confident and discovering one’s capabilities that creates hope, aspiration and for some young people is what they needed in order to take the risk of aiming for their achievement of credentials.

**Social wellbeing**

Young people also identify social dimensions of wellbeing in terms of strengthened relationships. It is common for the Centre community to be described as a “big family” where “everyone gets along real good and everyone knows each other” (Vincent, student). Getting along is the first feature pointed out by a group of recently enrolled students. Like the students who have been at TFLC for several years, they point out
that there is no bullying at the Centre and this contrasts with their previous experience in other schools. Close and respectful relationships between students and with staff engender “learning how to trust” (Macie, student) and a sense of belonging to the community (Sue, staff). Relationships are developed through learning experiences in and out of the Centre, enabling young people to understand and recognise that they are “part of an inner community but also a wider community” (Sue, staff).

One outcome of the community focus for building relationships is young people’s sense of expanded horizons. For some students, TFLC’s opportunities to travel out of their area and see new parts of the city, region and country are cherished outcomes. Just “to know that we’ve been there and out of Townsville” (Macie, student) is an achievement; yet it may also be important to strengthen relationships back home because having a break from family can be valuable (Macie) and entitles young people to “skite [or brag] to the other kids” (Donna, community member) when they return. Through community-based learning, TFLC expands students’ social networks to include people they need to know such as health and employment agency personnel; and build significant and positive relationships outside their families through extended contact, for example with volunteers and Indigenous community organisations. For Tara (graduate), “getting out and meeting new people” is valued for socialising as well as the social capital of community networks.

Recognition of achievement

Community recognition of young people’s achievements is a further valued outcome. Internally, certificates and wristbands are awarded for a range of accomplishments including successful camping expeditions, sport and academic work. Young people’s contributions, kindness and putting Centre values into practice are recognised in these ways as much as completion of a project or a win on the football field. Students and graduates also include formal awards in their measures of success, such as the highly prized TFLC graduation certificates and the Defence Force annual leadership award. Yet it is sometimes the ‘small’, everyday forms of recognition that are important to young people. When they have grappled with their schoolwork or managed to deal with mental health issues or not smoke on camp and when these achievements are mentioned by their teachers, it is a source of pride in accomplishment. The greater the challenge, the greater is young people’s sense of pride in doing things “well” (Pearl) - from personal milestones to tackling a five day canoe trip, trekking 40 kilometres, to dancing for the community, and obtaining the Year 12 certificate.

Young people’s perspectives – summing up

The sense of personal and social wellbeing, expanded horizons, community recognition and pride in addition to credentials are depicted by young people as both valued accomplishments and important aspects of how they have personally changed. Personal change is described by young people in terms of holding values and making good choices – in coming to school, getting involved and being honest and respectful. Vincent provides these examples:

Like if something goes missing in here, a kid will be like oh sorry it was me I accidentally put it this way and they wouldn’t be quiet about it and things like that. And respect that’s just them being respectful I guess like to the teachers and other students that come here and visitors, like no swearing around them or being kind and that. (Vincent, student)

For some young people, then, “the outward signs of success… are there’s nowhere near the amount of conflict with other young people” (Sue, staff). Moreover, young people apply these values outside school. For example, they “tell each other to be safe over the weekend” (Macie, student). Sustained change is an especially significant outcome for some young people who had previously been in trouble with the law or
their community. As school is engaging, spending time hanging around on the streets loses its priority. When learning and values translate into personal life, “they’re not out there nicking cars, they’re not out there being violent” (Jeff, staff). Combined with the many ways that young people contribute to local causes and cultural events, there are significant benefits to the community.

**Adults’ perspectives – summing up**

The staff and community members, too, are conscious of the transformative effects of promoting a “culture of success” within TFLC. They conceptualise young people’s achievements as contributing to social change through “breaking cycles” of poverty and difficult family dynamics. That students want to come to school is seen as “enormous… If we can create positive experience for these guys so that when they do have kids, they can do it”, that is, tell their children “it’s okay to go to school” (Jeff, staff). When young people are successful in secondary education and subsequently in further study or employment, Liz (community member) suggests, “that’s altered the outcome for an entire family”. Thus, the many positive outcomes of TFLC are fulfilments of the Edmund Rice aim of education for personal and community liberation.
To achieve these valued outcomes, Townsville Flexible Learning Centre uses a range of actions that are familiar from across many alternative and flexible learning programs – although each of these is given its own shape within the program – such as practical and learning support and quality relationships. Other sets of actions are more distinctive about Townsville Flexible Learning Centre, including the emphasis on belonging and community building, interest-based and practical curriculum and student input. That the success of TFLC derives from the combination of relevant and engaging curriculum and activities, flexible pedagogy, relationship building and strong support to young people is evident in student perspectives on TFLC. Students appreciate and are motivated by having “lots of things to do” (Macie). This includes spending time on what they enjoy, including sport, practical and outdoor activities like FlexiFarm, landscaping and camps; participating in cultural activities including music, dance, commemorations such as National Sorry Day and celebrations of NAIDOC (National Aboriginal and Islander Day Observance Committee) Week, Reconciliation Day and Health Week; and learning that has practical real-life value such as going for a driving licence, attending a careers expo, cooking and work experience. Looking back on his experience of TFLC, graduate Paul emphasises “learning by doing” as a feature of learning in the classroom, in project work, going out into the community and participating in public activities and events.

Support mechanisms

TFLC provides strong support for young people’s success and it starts on day one. When young people first come to TFLC, they are eased into the community through the ‘Connect’ program, for one to four weeks. Connect provides practical information about facilities, food, outings, use of iPads and login keys for computers and includes Compass literacy and numeracy tests11 that provide information for learning plans and the back to basics approach to the literacy and numeracy program. Most importantly, it gives newcomers time to get to know others and how the learning centre operates. For students returning after a lengthy absence or having previously left TFLC, time in Connect provides space for them to re-connect, to talk about how life has been, to identify goals that are meaningful at this point in their lives and to just take the time needed to regain their bearings.
In Connect, young people are “encouraged to tell their stories”, listen to others’ stories and, for new students, to learn the story of TFLC:

> We teach them, and we show them that this is their community now… you’ve chosen for this to be your community… we explore those principles and how they pertain to yourself, through life as well as school, and what would you expect of those things for yourself from other people as well, and that you have the right to be here… It’s about letting them know that they have choices…

(Wendy, staff)

In Connect, young people start to make choices of activities and develop a Personal Learning Plan (PLP), facilitated by staff. Constructing a PLP involves having conversations about the student’s interests, identifying academic and personal strengths and areas for development, turning those into goal statements and identifying existing support within TFLC, family and community and the additional support that need to be accessed. This process individualises each student’s learning program and kick-starts the arrangement of related support to learning and managing personal matters. Over time, this may include young people accessing agencies like Centrelink, Headspace (youth mental health service) and Townsville Aboriginal and Islander Health Service and getting into work experience and externally provided vocational and skills training through Breakthru (employment and training service) and In-Step (provider of relationships education, driving instruction and other youth programs). The Pastoral Care program links each student with their main class teacher and another staff member and together they belong to a Community Group. Through regular informal conversation and Friday activities, close relationships are developed and pastoral staff guide and monitor the students’ progress, mentor and advocate for them and generally support them to deal with difficult times as well as celebrating their milestones. Pastoral care arrangements are further strengthened by the support of the Chaplain, Youth Support Coordinator and inter-agency partners. Nothing is rushed; rather, it is worked through systematically, over time, according to young people’s readiness and priorities.

Positive relationships

Peer support and accessible, helpful teachers are stand-out enablers of success. Young people help each other in their day-to-day interactions and are encouraged to do so. “Everyone gets in and helps… If one person didn’t know what to do on the computer the other person would come and help or show them what to do. Or if they couldn’t read a book… another person would sit next to them and help.” (Macie, student) Peer support in learning begins in an organic way, as Tara (graduate) describes: “[W]hen they start here they’re normally sitting by themselves or just not talking to people and then you get the odd two or three that would go up, make friends and then it just grows from there”. Making new friends is important to students’ enjoyment of TFLC and brings a sense of belonging that can shift low expectations of schooling into a positive outlook and keenness to be there and be part of it. Having positive relationships with staff is crucial to young people wanting to come to school, discovering and strengthening their capabilities and willingly working not only on what they enjoy but also what they find difficult. Teachers are described by students as kind, caring, accessible and easy to talk to and ask for help: Tara (graduate) says that “teachers are always there to help you”; Ruby (graduate) describes staff-student relationships as “more equal”; Vincent says that because the teachers are kind “it really makes you want to actually do something”; Pearl finds it easy to “just ask the teacher”. Reflecting on these relationships and support, Dean (graduate) says of TFLC: “it’s a very loving place… everyone takes care of each other here”.

TFLC staff deliberately facilitate relationship and community building to establish the kind of trust evident in young people who readily ask for and offer help. This is achieved mainly through open and reflexive
communication. In everyday conversation, the staff “constantly check in with kids... How’re you going? How’s soccer going on weekends? How’s Mum and Dad? Constantly doing those chats” (Wendy, staff). Talk is crucial to building relationships, promoting equal and respectful relationships, connecting with young people’s lives and teaching them about the Centre’s four principles of respect, participation, being safe and legal, and honesty, that are touchstone for relationships, pedagogy, life outside the Centre and for the long-term. Jeff (staff) explains:

[W]e’re prepared to have a lot of conversations around [the principles], a lot of meetings – and meetings can be one on one, they can be class meetings, they can be whole school meetings, they can be meetings between adults, meetings between young people and adults, young people with young people. So, having those meetings all the time, reinforcing it, allows it to become part of who a person is, a part of their core values.

**Belonging and community building**

Building relationships is oriented towards young people experiencing a sense of belonging to the community, taking responsibility for shaping a healthy Centre community and playing an active role in the broader community. Working agreements are used in every class and are an important way that young people take responsibility for the learning environment and classroom dynamics. The working agreements are created based on the four principles with the class discussing and deciding what those principles should look like in practice. For example, at the commencement of the Parenting elective, the students discuss how they would assign turns to take home the virtual babies and, considering these are expensive resources, how the group as well as individuals would take responsibility for them. They speak at a courtyard gathering about their concerns and ask everyone to respect their request that the dolls are only to be used by elective members and no one should mess around with them.

The regular presence of extended community in the Centre provides opportunities for young people to develop relationships with a range of adults and to learn that they are part of a bigger community. There is an open invitation to parents, extended family and members of the local community, including elders and Indigenous health and cultural arts workers and staff of partner agencies, local services and Council, to visit and join in Centre activities as well as events like NAIDOC celebrations, parent reporting days and
graduation. Big Brekkies are monthly social occasions that foster community participation and ongoing relationships. Donna (community member) describes the significance of being welcomed, respected and feeling equal in parent-staff engagement: “the whole staff, even like the office lady, the day I first came in and signed up they were just so, you know, they never pushed you aside… and I was just wow.”

Relationships with external community are strengthened through collaboration on programs and community events. For example, in 2012, Dance North mentored five young people in a week long Small Dancers – Big Stories program, culminating in a showcase of solo performances for the Centre community. Since 2010, groups of eight young people have participated in two, week-long sea kayak journeys per year as part of the Outdoor Education Program in partnership with Northern Outlook. Within these close little extended communities, young people gain a sense of how being part of the community enables personal growth. Young people’s contributions to local community include: marching for Mabo Day, conducting an ANZAC ceremony, representing TFLC at the local Remembrance Day event, participating in fundraisers like Shave/Colour For A Cure and environmental projects including Clean Up Australia Day and Townsville schools’ tree-planting.

**Interest-based and practical curriculum**

The curriculum at TFLC is constructed around young people’s interests. Units of study feature topics and events that hold interest and relevance for individuals, particular classes and the community. For example, the work involved in Flexi-farm and the organisation of the Senior students’ graduation is recently documented in two new units of study that integrate the knowledge and skills required in Education Queensland’s Key Learning Areas and core subjects of secondary education. This kind of project-based learning is purposeful and motivating as it enables young people to “imagine that there’s a product, if you like, at the end of it” (Sue, staff). Additionally, projects lend themselves to differentiation of learning tasks and roles to accommodate young people’s different interests and skills. For example, Flexi-farm includes composting, growing herbs and vegetables, aquaponics and raising chickens. Some students built a worm farm out of an old bath tub and others constructed the aquaponics system: “we cut holes out of the containers for drain and pump pipes and then fed tubes through... We drilled holes in orange tube-like things to make filters for the rocks. Then we shovelled lots of rocks... into the containers and planted silverbeet, mint plants, tomatoes and kang kong.” (Rex and Shaun, students). Learning subject-matter and skills in this practical way, young people are more inclined to ask their own questions and find out for themselves. This is one way that the young people learn “how to think, not what to think, therefore they can make decisions for themselves” (Sue, staff). It is not a matter of learning something first and then applying that knowledge or skill.

In classroom and workshop-based activities, like projects, the curriculum is devised so that subjects like mathematics are learned through the doing of the activity. Community member Jack provides an example of how young people learn mathematics through building a canoe where drafting the design requires calculating measurements and a quantity survey: “We’ve got to work out our materials and our costing, all those sorts of things”. In classroom based lessons, young people’s prior knowledge, experience and interests are the starting-point. Storytelling is an important means of exploring topics and developing understanding. Staff are highly skilled in responding to young people’s questions, often meandering around a topic on different tangents and integrating them into the curriculum focus. The informality of classroom and outdoor learning activities are thus aligned with the shifting and developing concerns of young people.
The staff devote considerable time and thought to developing curriculum that responds to young people’s interests and their preference for practical, hands-on learning. Staff development days are used for collaborative curriculum review and planning, with staff working in teams and sometimes drawing on the valued input of an academic researcher. A sophisticated and reflexive approach to creating project-based units and honing pedagogy is evident in this work. For example, curriculum evaluation and planning includes scrutinising topics and units for creative problem-solving opportunities, for how they facilitate young people’s connection to community and place and for how they enable students to utilise their cultural capital and build social capital. This involves dialogues based on key questions such as:

- What real-world issues are associated with this topic or unit?
- How are young people encouraged to connect this subject to everyday life?
- How does the topic link to community issues, local resources and facilitate reciprocal responsibility between young people and community?
- In this unit, how does learning enhance young people’s agency and connectedness?
- How are diverse worldviews embedded and valued?
- What is the scope for hands-on, practical learning?
- Is the activity adaptable to young people’s ideas and suggestions?

## Participation and input

Young people’s views inform the discussions and deliberations of staff. Several structures ensure that young people’s ‘voice’ is valued and contributes to the operation and direction of the Centre’s work. The informal courtyard meetings are a forum for young people to be involved in everyday decision-making such as choice of activities, dealing with issues of general tidiness and looking after the amenity or resolving issues related to serious disregard for the principles of being safe and respectful. On a regular basis, young people are consulted on issues through their Community Groups and also participate in relevant sections of staff meetings and strategic planning. Staff are conscious of being open to young people’s suggestions, not closing down or being dismissive and take young people’s ideas seriously. For example, at the evaluation and planning of Community Groups in 2012, young people suggested changing the activity day. This was
endorsed by staff and the timetable was adjusted. Topics and issues that are raised by young people in ‘non-class’ time and situations are then part of the rich mix of curriculum content. For example, building the new garden and cooking firepit area was initiated, in part, because the Yarning Tree in a paddock adjacent to TFLC had been removed. The tree had been an important place where young people would open up about family and life experience, express loss and pose questions about sex, drugs, work, travel, parenting, spirituality and afterlife. Building a new yarning place accorded respect to young people’s ways of developing their own curriculum. On the new yarning place, a group of young people wrote: “This is our place, a yarn’n place, a safe place. We created this place – a grow’n place.”

Through the many forums for talking and making decisions, young people gain a sense of belonging to the TFLC community and being an active shaper of that community. Both are crucial to individual success. As Paul (graduate) sums up, “[E]verybody eventually learns how to communicate with each other, they build more confidence and just walk away from it better people.”
Education as human commitment

Education is understood first and foremost as a person-centred human commitment. It is about meeting each young person where they are at, building strong relationships with them and focusing on their personal growth through experiences and learning that are pertinent to their personal goals. Relevant, engaging curriculum is important but made meaningful by reaching each young person: “The teachers are always about the kids… it’s about what’s right for the kids going to Flexi [TFLC] and it’s about what will help them achieve what they want” (Paul, graduate). Each member of the community is valued and all the young people are seen as bringing something unique and significant to TFLC: “these young people have such gifts to bring” (Sue, staff). It is recognised that “everybody has a story” (Wendy, staff) and that acceptance of the person as they are, with all their history and potential, is the basis of educating. Jeff (staff) describes how this commitment is embedded into Centre structures: “we often talk about radical acceptance, and that’s written in our documentation, our strategic directions and those kinds of things”.

Coming into relationship with young people and genuinely connecting with their lifeworlds is not supported by hard and fast rules. Instead, TFLC operates on the basis of four principles: respect, participation, being safe and legal, and honesty. When things don’t work out (for example, a young person ends up back in the juvenile justice centre or relapses into drug or alcohol abuse or disconnects after a ‘blow up’ at school)
there are no exclusions at TFLC. In these instances, conversations between staff, students, parents and significant others, are guided by the principles to negotiate what will work best to support the young person’s coping, personal growth and maintaining connectedness and sense of belonging in the Centre. Trusting relationships provide the context for ‘getting real’ about what is going on in young people’s lives and helping them to grow through these challenges. Talking through the issues then is a process of finding ‘common ground’ based around the four principles. This is a reciprocal process that involves staff ‘being real’ about how they and the Centre networks may assist and asking “what we can do together to fix that problem” (Wendy, staff).

‘The person’ is understood as always living and learning within a community. The notion that school is community influences all interaction in TFLC and between the Centre and external community. It is assumed that every young person “wants to feel like they’re learning, contributing, belonging to a place, a community” (Sue, staff) and, in many ways, this is also the basis of building Centre partnerships and agency networks in the local community. The belief that individual and community are interdependent and reciprocally influential underpins approaches to relationships, curriculum and pedagogy.

**Respect for self and others**

Respect for self and others are the crux of the community building within and beyond TFLC and are tied to the value of school as a safe place. Within the Centre, respect entails freedom of movement and freedom of expression. Being free to move around in classrooms and outdoors is liberating. It supports young people to self-manage according to their need to be physically active, or to take ‘time out’ to attend to difficult things on their minds, or just take some quiet time to ‘chill out’. In these ways, the TFLC program respects different experiences of physicality, time and rhythms of engagement. Respect is shown by staff and young people by appreciating diverse viewpoints. It is fostered through the notion that “there’s no right and wrong” (Macie, student), it is “okay to make mistakes” (Wendy, staff) and by asking, “Is that respectful?” rather than blanket rules or reprimands (Jeff, staff). Respect is then linked to being and encouraging others to be non-judgmental of persons. This applies to everyone equally in the TFLC community and consequently, young people feel physically, emotionally and culturally safe. Respect in terms of these freedoms and ways of relating is the basis of the absence of shame, stigma, ‘hush-hush’ attitudes around mental health and bullying.
Authentic and appealing curriculum

The principles of authentic and appealing curriculum, school as life and genuine support are closely interrelated. The notion of authentic and appealing curriculum integrates learning and life. It is exemplified in ‘cool’, fun activities and hands-on, practical and project-based learning that appeal to young people, are relevant to their lives and fulfil formal course requirements so that they may achieve socially valued credentials. Authenticity of curriculum relevance and meaningfulness are assured through the rigorous curriculum work of staff and respect for young people’s capacity to identify their own learning goals, with guidance regarding how curriculum options within different pathways will enable them to achieve their goals. Providing choices, responding to young people’s suggestions and interests and building opportunities to participate in the local community are concerned with young people’s success in education and in life. It is in these terms that graduate Paul sums up the interrelationship of curriculum offerings, personalised learning plans and post-school pathways: “You should know that you’ve done something good. This is successful. This is what part of life is.”

School as life

The principle of school as life means that young people’s priorities are authentically valued. TFLC responds holistically to young people’s personal goals and needs that are often complex matters because life in and out of school is not quarantined. Attending to practical needs of income support, transport, going for a licence, traineeship or job is a mark of respect and genuine support. Young people “are told that they can come to anybody about anything at any time. There’s nothing we can’t do or sort out, and what we can’t do, we get somebody to do it” (Wendy, staff).

Genuine support

Genuine support is the basis of honest commitments to young people and following through on decisions taken together. These two principles, school as life and genuine support, underpin ‘getting real’ about the inadequacy of some young people’s supports outside TFLC and not only arranging access to relevant services but focusing personalised pedagogy on understanding and negotiating systems so that the young person’s learning is transferrable to other situations and empowers them to exercise some control over their circumstances and “establish some sort of order” (Jeff, staff). Genuine support often extends beyond young people’s graduation. It is not unusual for young people to “come back and they may be here for a little while, and we do a lot of talking and we see what’s going on with them” (Wendy, staff), assist through relevant networks or possibly invite them back to assist with the program until they are ready to move on again. That many young people stay in touch with TFLC is indicative of the reciprocity of genuine support and young people’s recognition of how important TFLC has been to their education and life.
Several conditions enable (and/or constrain) the ability of Townsville Flexible Learning Centre to undertake the actions outlined above, in order to meet the outcomes that are valued within the program. Some of these conditions are similar to conditions for other alternative learning programs, but others are shaped by the specific context of Townsville Flexible Learning Centre and include: flexibility regarding ‘rules’ and conventions and flexibility of curriculum frameworks, good facilities, material resources, a small school community, community partnerships, staff commitment and a commitment to staff development.

Being able to be flexible

The general principles of engaging the person first and being realistic about what they need in order to come to school and stay engaged with the Centre are reflected in various flexible conventions and also apply to flexibility in curriculum. Flexible conventions include children, parents and other family members being on-site and going to class with the young people and young people being able to complete community service requirements at school. The importance placed on young people’s personal goals is possible because staff work ‘smart’ within official frameworks and requirements to provide engaging curriculum and activities. The Australian Core Skills Framework for junior secondary curriculum particularly lends itself to personalised school-based curriculum development. With its focus on skills, “content wise you have quite a lot of freedom” (Sue, staff). Taking advantage of this flexible model does, however, require considerable time and attention to monitoring and documenting young people’s progress.
Good facilities and material resources

Good facilities and material resources are important to providing flexible learning choices. TFLC has a range of different kinds of learning spaces that accommodate varied groupings for different activities. There are three specific purpose rooms: the music studio, technology workshop and a classroom of computers for information and communication technology studies and general use across curriculum areas. The new science block is designed for multipurpose use and combines large work tables with a casual bean bag corner. The covered ‘sports cage’ at the rear of the Centre enables all-weather activities, while the ‘Chill Out’ room has comfy couches and can be used as a quiet place to get away from the busyness if need be.

Having an industrial standard kitchen with a commercial coffee machine means TFLC can offer Barista training on-site. The kitchen and small attached café introduce a workplace environment yet with a homely feel about it, with beautiful curtains hand-made by students and the framed ‘Nanna’s Kitchen’ invitation to relax. Young people may have their breakfast or lunch there and enjoy the social pleasure of a café setting and conversation (or perhaps none) over breakfast.

Providing material resources is an important aspect of TFLC’s inclusiveness and highly valued by the young people. TFLC provides young people with meals, transport, sometimes clothing and all their program requisites (eg. stationery, use of iPads) and individual program costs, for example driving lessons, licence tests, camps and outings. Funding available to TFLC is therefore very important. While the staff feel that they do well to provide what they do and “do a pretty good job” (Jeff, staff) in terms of young people’s successes, the program can be strengthened in some areas if further funding is available. For example, staff identify the need for stronger support to young people’s transitions out of TFLC.

Small size

The small school and small classes enabling close relationships and individual assistance with learning are identified by staff, young people, community members and graduates as key to TFLC young people’s success. As Paul (graduate) suggests, young people “will learn a lot more in a group with less”. Being small also makes flexible timetabling doable and facilitates responding to individual young people’s learning needs and interests. However, there are also limits to the capacity of a small school and small staff, so community partnerships are significant to young people’s success.
Partnerships and inter-agency support

The well-established relationships and partnerships with government and community agencies such as Headspace and Townsville Aboriginal and Islander Health Service ensure ready access to the kind of personal support that alleviates the pressure on young people in difficult circumstances, freeing them to focus on other learning. Partnerships with community organisations such as Dance North, The Northern Outlook and Queensland Composite Plastics (QCP) are vital to promoting young people’s personal growth and development of skills. For example in 2012, the QCP partnership introduced fibre-glassing and plastics. Young people and staff built two canoes for use in the outdoor education program. The development of Flexi-farm has included the advice and practical assistance of members of the Townsville Permaculture Society. Other established relationships include those with the Indigenous Coordinating Council, Breakthru People Solutions (employment service), Education Queensland, James Cook University, Queensland Youth Services, Rotary and Townsville City Council. The focus on building relationships with partners has snowball effects in gaining additional support to TFLC. As one community member explains, when community partners get to know the Centre well, they become its champions, seeking to build broad community support as well as program and employment opportunities for young people (Liz, community member).

Committed staff and commitment to staff development

The many successes of hundreds of young people who have been educated at TFLC hinge on the commitment of staff: “The staff here at Flexi [TFLC] support the young people in their endeavour to become the best that they possibly can” (Malcolm, student). The significant presence of Aboriginal staff allows young people to feel safe and brings valuable cultural education and community connections to the Centre. Although the staff love their work with young people and many say they would not work anywhere else, the necessity of being innovative often involves long working hours and complex intellectual and emotional labour that at times is “very mentally exhausting” (Wendy, staff). It is important, then, that ‘flexi’ ways of working also apply to staff. Both TFLC and EREA provide flexible work schedules, accommodating staff needs for personal leave for family, health and community cultural commitments. Both also are committed to ongoing staff development and provide strong professional development support. In 2012, expenditure on professional development was just under $3,000 per teacher. This included new staff days, whole staff days, operational planning, the EREA Congress, child protection, first aid and canoe guide training and in-services on iPads in education, Compass testing, reflective practice, program development and
facilitation, Edgeworks and work shadowing/site visits. Staff development is a condition of responsiveness to young people and curriculum innovation and this is ongoing and requires reflective dialogue on the costs and benefits of change and conserving the integrity of TFLC's established ethos and educational approach:

I don't think you will ever – I don't think any school, not just for Flexi [TFLC], but I don't think any school would ever say, “Yeah, we’ve got it all nailed,” so I think there are probably lots of things that we haven’t even thought of what we could do or change, and it would just be around, “How would we change that without losing the stuff that we have?” (Jeff, staff)
SUMMING UP: REMARKABLE AND DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

The core of each case study report (including this one) focuses on four dimensions that emerged from analysis of all the vignettes and case studies. The starting point is the outcomes that are valued and achieved by alternative learning programs. In order to achieve these outcomes, specific work is done and actions are taken. Underpinning the aims (valued outcomes) and approach (actions) we can discern principles that inform each program. Finally, certain (external and internal) conditions help or hinder the actions and the achievement of outcomes.

This framework is effective for understanding ‘what works and why’ and resonates with practitioners in alternative learning programs. It helps to highlight commonalities across programs but also permits sensitivity to distinctive features. Some aspects of central significance to a program may be relevant across more than one dimension. A drawback of our framework is that, by discussing these aspects under several headings, this importance may have been concealed. This final section, therefore, sums up the most noteworthy characteristics of the program that help to make it successful.

For Townsville Flexible Learning Centre, the following features are particularly remarkable:

1) The commitment to personalised education. Starting from ‘where students are at’ is a genuine commitment of staff and built into the structures and processes of Townsville Flexible Learning Centre. Learning programs are negotiated with each young person based on conversations that support them to articulate their educational ‘journeys’ to date, their key concerns for life in and out of school and personal goals. The Connect program is particularly important in ensuring that young people connect into the life of the Centre and understand how their personalised learning plan will enable them to achieve the meaningful developments in their lives they have identified. Flexible structures, including the practical and project-based curriculum, accommodate individuals’ circumstances, embed the development of their interests and skills. These structures and the day-to-day focus on relationships that validate and motivate young people have underpinned the success of so many TFLC students.

2) Principled work. The common ground approach to operating by principles is very important in the work of staff and young people at Townsville Flexible Learning Centre. The key values of respect, participation, being safe and legal, and honesty, are touchstone for the everyday talk and formal structures. Positive relationships between staff, young people and other members of the Centre community, classroom dynamics paying respect to Working Agreements and the development of curriculum and pedagogy are based in deliberative dialogue that ongoingly refers to the four principles. There is a strong belief amongst staff that these values will help young people to achieve success not only in their TFLC program but in life, over the long term; but that this process can only be meaningful if young people see it, are part of it and enact it in the everyday life of the Centre.
3) **Community at the centre.** Education at Townsville Flexible Learning Centre is conceptualised as a human commitment that is framed as a commitment to personal and community liberation. A sense of belonging to the community of TFLC is crucial to young people’s confidence, wellbeing and their diverse achievements. There is a ‘vibe’ or sense of community that is tangible in the everyday gatherings in the courtyard, the evident trust, care and humour shared by young people and staff and the connectedness of young people’s lives in and out of the Centre. Through community-based learning that expands young people’s horizons and provides opportunities for them to contribute to community development, the welcomed involvement of members of the local community in TFLC, and strong inter-agency and community partnerships, young people find their place and are recognised by the community of and beyond Townsville Flexible Learning Centre.
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